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Houston exists as a heterogeneous landscape, a context of 
seemingly disordered and disparate elements. 

The development of this context has been partially driven by a 
needfor identifiable and privatized space, providing a means 

of organizing and understanding the city. This method of 
redefinition , however,has only resulted in a further blurring 
and separation of the residual fabric. 

ACROSS THE GRID 

The development of the city has resulted inthe creation 
of pockets or "enclaves". These pockets can be defined as those 
areas of the city which are contained and are exclusive of the 

generic fabric of the city. The creation of the pockets are 
driven by the desire for privatized space- secure, controlled(i.e. 
planned), and recognizable. The pockets are created 

by exclusion of undesirable "urban" elements, contrary to the 
all-inclusive nature of the remaining fabric. This process of closure 
is not only harmful to the remanining fabric of the city, but also 
generates a sterile environment in which to live, one that is often void 
of character. 



One of the goals of the enclave is to provide escape from the 
condition of density presented by the city. Another objective of the 
enclave is the creation of identity and a sense of place. The enclave 

does this by the grouping of autonomous elements. 
Some examples of urban pockets include West University and 
River Oaks neighborhoods, Rice University and the University of 

Houston, Hermann and Memorial Parks, and the Texas Medical 
Center. 

THROUGH THE TREES 

The context of Houston is separated in the vertical dimension 
along an imaginary datum coinciding with the tree-line of the 
city. This "canopy " line exists at a height of about 30 to 40 feet, 
or about the roof height of a three-story townhouse. The 

canopy of trees provide shade for most of the city and can be 
credited as one of its most beautiful aspects. Most 

of the residential and commercial development of the city 
occurs below this line .As a result, any element that strays above 
the canopy and is visible through the trees becomes an 



icon or symbol of sorts. These symbols create an armature 
for the city secondary to the highways, street signs, utility poles, 

and commercial logos that its citizens navigate by. The flat 
topography of Houston only reinforces this condition. These 
vertical elements include an exclusive group of office buildings, 

residential towers, television and radio antennae, billboards, 
chimneys and water towers. 

ARMATURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE 

The commercial context is perhaps the most essential part 
of the city. Its elements exist along the streets, and reinforce 

the orthogonal layout of the city. Commercial businesses 
attract and support the surrounding residential fabric. 
The commercial and residential fabrics feed on each other's growth. 

Since the commercial districts have been made to conform to the 
grid, the residential fabrics frequently follow its order as well. 
The streets and highways weave the two fabrics 
together making up the infrastructure each is based around. 
The mix of both commercial and residential fabrics are each 



in a constant state of flux, carving paths around, 
between and over one another. The edges which define (and 
contain) the two fabrics are sometimes very clear, and at other 
times, indecipherable. These edges are sometimes 
defined by parking lots, alleys, or even a fragile line of fence. 

Although the commercial context is based on the grid, it nevertheless 
presents an image of density, multiplicity, and confusion. 
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how do we reconnect the residual fabric of the city? 
how do we create an identity within the residual context? 
how do we achieve both of these goals in a manner that 

allows us a means of finding our bearings and orienting ourselves? 

Through the analysis of the city, we find that it is, in a sense, 
connected above the canopy by its protruding vertical 

elements. These protrusions are visibly part of an elevated urban 
field uncluttered with the density of the fabric below. The vertical 
elements can act as individual icons or as a grouped 
"networks" providing a means of understanding and navigating the 
urban context. The city also informs us that identity is acheived 
through creation of identifiable zones (as indicated in the 
enclave) or by generating memorable and unique qualities 

which allow it to become familiar. By building within and above 
the canopy of trees, the condition of the enclave is reversed. 
The enclave is created by repelling the residual nature of the 
urban fabric. Vertical elements act as a sort of attractor, and 

have the capacity of reconnecting leftover fragments lost and 
divided by the elements of the city. These elements would become 
true attractors if they served some programmatic function which 

would allow them to physically draw the inhabitants of the city. 
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CLOSURE I wall 
definition of boundary 
lines of security 

closure separates the enclave from the generic context of the city 
importance of the corner as the connection point between two walls 
hinged fixity 

ability to rotate side to side I up and down 
hinges allow walls to wrap or enclose space 

the wall defines or captures existing space and gives it form 
defines IN side and OUT side-interior materials vs. exterior materials 
wall is rarely solid and is typically made of layers of material 
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IDENTITY I room 
relationship of body to architecture 

addresses question "who am I I what am I ?" 

scale of room assumes, reflects, or presents identity of inhabitant 
room as fundamental element of building I house 
static point of inhabitation 

attachment or reference to architecture 
relationship to body scale 

inhabitable I physical space 
uninhabitable (above or out of reach) I psychological space 

anatomy of room: floor, walls, ceiling 
opacity= introversion; transparency= extroversion 
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